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  Challenge of the Month 

How many books do you think you can 
read this summer? Invite your family to 
help you create your reading goal and 
track your progress.  

 Website /App of the Month 

Mad Libs, the word game that makes 
learning parts of speech worthwhile, is 
great fun for players of all ages and 
stages. Fill in the blanks and be the 
funniest person in the room.  

  Quote of the Month 

“One benefit of summer was that each 
day we had more light to read by”  
– Jeanette Walls 
 

 

  HELLO I’M ANN SCHULDT! 

My name is Ann Schuldt and I am the Duluth Edison Charter Schools 
(DECS) Literacy Coordinator/Specialist. I have been working in 
education since 1992. I joined DECS in 1997, and have held a variety 
of positions. I am extremely passionate about reading and am very 
excited to share tips and strategies to help all kids become successful 
readers and writers. This monthly newsletter will highlight parent 
friendly tips, strategies, and resources to support you in creating 
lifelong readers. 
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PREVENTING THE SUMMER SLIDE 
Have you heard the term “summer slide?” Between the end of one school year and the start of the next every student is 
at risk of summer learning loss. Research indicates 2 months of reading skills and 2.5 months of math skills can be lost 
over a single summer. Combined over the years, by the time a student is in middle school, they’ve lost the equivalent of 2 
years of learning to summer slide. The great news is that we can stop summer slide. Did you know that children who 
engaged in reading or another form of learning for just 2-3 hours a week prevented the summer slide? Check out the list 
below of fun, literacy activities that will help our children practice all the things they learned. 

•   Take books with you on summer vacation 
•   Join a book club or other book subscription service and let kids choose their books 
•   Active bodies. Active minds. Playing games, swinging on swings, bike riding, swimming and hiking are all great 

ways to stay in shape physically, but research proves that movement also improves learning! Neuroscience 
educator Dee Coulter, states that "movement and musical games are "brilliant neurological exercises" which 
affect inner speech and impulse control and ultimately contribute language development and social skills." 
Therefore, remember that being active and having fun with your child is another way you are helping them to build 
their early literacy skills.  

•   Get into geocaching. Everyone loves a scavenger hunt! Get in on the latest outdoor craze with geocaching, where 
families search for hidden “caches” or containers using handheld GPS tools (or a GPS app on your smart phone.) 
Try having your child summarize or sequence the experience of finding the “cache” orally or in writing. Your child 
might even want to try to hide objects in the house and give written clues to finding the “hidden treasure.” This is 
a really fun way to spend time with the whole family and help your child build important literacy skills. 

•   Stories in books have been made into movies. Choose a book the whole family can read together and then watch 
the movie. This can promote wonderful discussion of important story elements such as characters, plot, setting, 
conflict and resolution 

•   Build a fort-inside with boxes, blocks or blankets, or outdoors with branches and a tent- then read a book inside.  

 

STRATEGY/TIP OF THE MONTH 
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  BOOK OF THE MONTH 

Everything you Need for a Treehouse 

By Carter Higgins 

“Everything  you  need  for  a  treehouse  starts  with  time  
and  looking  up,”  this  lyrical  text  proclaims.  This  ode  to  
creative  possibility  will  get  readers  dreaming  about  
summer  building  projects. 

(Recommended  for  Grades  1-4) 

	  

 

 
 


